The study aims to enhance the ability of the wavelet-based extraction for fatigue life assessment. A SAE-owned fatigue strain random signal, called SAESUS was extracted using the Morlet wavelet and produced non-damaging and damaging segments. Furthermore, the segments were clustered using the Fuzzy C-Means method in order to analyse the segment behaviours. The clustering method scattered the segments based on the difference in the root-means square, kurtosis and fatigue damage values. Damaging segments then were assembled together in order to have a new edited signal. The extraction process was able to shorten the original signal up to 41 % and it was able to retain at least 90 % of both statistical parameters and the fatigue damage. Finally, it is suggested that the Morlet wavelet successfully identified the higher amplitudes in the strain data.
Introduction
Since first developed in 1979 by Conle and Topper (1979) , several fatigue data editing (FDE) techniques have been created using various approaches. One of the newest techniques was developed by Putra et al. (2010) applying the Morlet wavelet-based energy. However, the technique applies a try-and-error approach to ensure the root-means square (r.m.s.), kurtosis and fatigue damage values of edited fatigue data history that appear within the acceptance interval, within 10 % deviation. Thus, a strain signal has to be extracted many times to yield the optimal edited signal. The approach could be seen as a negative approach compared to its predecessor, where an incremental step correction method is applied.
The question now arises as to how accurate the Morlet wavelet in identifying amplitude changing to yield optimum higher amplitude segments. In order to address the problem, it was decided to investigate the accuracy of the algorithm clustering resulted lower and higher amplitude segments. This study also aims to enhance the algorithm ability in shortening a strain signal. The fatigue damage, r.m.s. and kurtosis parameters were clustered in order to develop the correlations with the signal energy. It was hypothesized that there are relationships among those parameters.
Literature overview

Fatigue life assessment
The Morrow model (Morrow 1968 ) is one of strain-life models that can be used for applications involving the effects of the mean stress. The model is represented as:
The fatigue damage for each loading cycle can be calculated as follows:
The Palmgren-Miner rule (Palmgren 1924; Miner 1945) was then used to calculate the cumulative fatigue damage of a variable amplitude loading block, and it is defined as follows:
Global signal statistics
The r.m.s. is the 2 nd statistical moment used for determining the total energy contained in a signal. The r.m.s. of discrete data can be calculated as follows: In addition, the kurtosis is the 4 th statistical moment that is very sensitive to spikes and it represents the continuation of peaks in a time series loading. The kurtosis for a set of discrete data is formulated as:
Continuous wavelet transform
The CWT is defined as the sum over all time of the signal multiplied by scale (Misiti et al. 2008) . The CWT of f(t) is expressed with the following integral (Purushotham et al. 2005) :
Morlet is one of the mother wavelets that are involved in the CWT, and it can be described by the following equation (Lin and Qu 2000) :
Wavelet decomposition calculates the resemblance index, also called the coefficient, between the signal being analyzed and the wavelet. Wavelet coefficient indicates the distribution of the energy of the signal in the timefrequency domain (Darpe 2007 ). The signal internal energy can be expressed as follows (Addison 2002 
Data clustering
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is one of the widely used clustering methods. This method begins determining the number of groups. Furthermore, each point is divided into the nearest cluster center, also known as the centroid. So points in each group are as close as possible and as far as possible to other points in other groups (MATLAB 2008) . The objective function of the FCM is described by:
Materials and Methods
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)-owned SAESUS fatigue strain random signal was used in the current study. The signal was measured from a lower suspension arm with the frequency assumed to be sampled at 204.8 Hz for 25,061 data points. Thus, its record length is 122.4 seconds. The selected material for the fatigue damaging calculation was the SAE1045 carbon steel shaft, it is a common material used for fabricating a vehicle lower suspension arm structure (Khalil and Topper 2003) . Its properties are tabulated in Table 1 (nCode 2005) . 
Results and Discussions
Fatigue feature extraction
From the analysis, the numbers of cycle counted of the signal were 1,253 cycles. These estimations obtained the total fatigue damage of 1.353x10 -4 . For the SAE 1045 carbon steel shaft material, it gave the fatigue life of 7,389 reversals (blocks to failure). Non-damaging and damaging events on the data were identified and extracted based on the energy distribution. The extracted features were then clustered using the FCM method based on related findings. The clustering provided a base for data scattering enabling the observation for the behaviours of the segments. It gave 44 non-damaging segments and 45 damaging segments. The original signal, the non-damaging segments and the damaging segments are shown in Fig. 1. 
Fatigue feature clustering
The segments were clustered separately for each parameter based on the energy values using the FCM. According to the finding, higher wavelet coefficient amplitude was indicative of higher energy which contributes to the more fatigue damaging events, vice versa lower fatigue damage was represented by lower energy. In other words, the relationship between the wavelet coefficient and the fatigue damage was strong and parallel. It means the wavelet-based energy was suitable to be used as a parameter to accurately detect amplitude changing in the strain signal. The later part of the current study was optimizing the damaging segments in order to enhance the wavelet in shortening the strain signal. In these clustering, the non-damaging and damaging segments were clustered based on the FCM. From all segments, the FCM only categorized 12 segments as damaging segments, while the rest were categorized as non-damaging segments. It means there were the wavelet-based 33 damaging segments categorized A cutting level parameter, called energy gate value (EGV) was used for the extraction of the fatigue feature. The EGV is the energy spectrum variable that maintains the minimum magnitude level. Segments with magnitudes exceeding the minimum magnitude value were maintained, whereas the segments with magnitudes less than the minimum magnitude value were removed from the signal. Maintained segment is damaging segment because the segment has a bit more energy than the EGV. While removed segment is non-damaging segment because the energy of the segment is lower than the EGV. However, the non-damaging segment is longer that the damaging segment. This also can be seen in Fig. 1c , where several damaging segments were shorter than non-damaging segments in Fig. 1b . It causes the fatigue damage, energy, r.m.s. and kurtosis values of non-damaging segment for several cases were higher than damaging segment.
Original behaviour retention
Damaging segments were jointed to produce edited signals. Based on the edited signals, the 51,000 2 /Hz was selected to be the optimum gate value since the level did not change the signal behaviour. For edited signal before optimization, it gave 74.7 seconds giving 38.9% of the original time length reduction containing at least 98.8 % of the original fatigue damage and more than 90 % of the statistical parameters. For edited signal after optimization, the gate value gave 71.7 seconds giving 4 % shorter than before optimization containing at least 98.5 % of the original fatigue damage and also more than 90 % of the statistical parameters. It strengthens the previous results where the wavelet-based energy can detect amplitude changing in the strain signal. Both edited signals are showed in Fig. 2 . 
Conclusion
This study discussed the accuracy and the improvement of the wavelet transform in shortening a strain signal. The data from the database of SAE was used in the current study. The data was extracted and clustered based on the fatigue damage, r.m.s. and kurtosis parameters in order to develop the correlations with the signal energy. From the analyses, it was found that there was a strong relationship between the energy and the fatigue damage. This relationship proved that the wavelet-based energy was suitable to be used as a parameter to accurately detect amplitude changing in the strain signal. In conclusion, this extraction algorithm successfully created a new mission signal which retains the majority of the original load sequences in the time history. The results of the current study are expected to provide new knowledge on the applicability of the FCM method in fatigue data analyses.
